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Abstract Vehicle cloud is a new idea that uses the benefits of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and the concept
of cloud computing to provide better services to the community. It is important to secure a sensor network to
achieve better performance of the vehicle cloud. Wireless
sensor networks are a soft target for intruders or adversaries to launch lethal attacks in its present configuration.
In this paper, a novel intrusion detection framework is
proposed for securing wireless sensor networks from
routing attacks. The proposed system works in a distributed
environment to detect intrusions by collaborating with the
neighboring nodes. It works in two modes: online prevention allows safeguarding from those abnormal nodes
that are already declared as malicious while offline detection finds those nodes that are being compromised by an
adversary during the next epoch of time. Simulation results
show that the proposed specification-based detection
scheme performs extremely well and achieves high intrusion detection rate and low false positive rate.
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1 Introduction
Cars are one of the most essential parts of our daily life.
People want to minimize their traveling time and like to
have something that provides them safety as well as
entertainment. Vehicle cloud (VCloud) [8] is a novel idea
that uses the benefits of wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
and the concept of cloud computing to provide better services to the community. Sensor nodes are used to guide
about the environmental condition inside the car; to detect
the behavior of the driver whether he/she is driving normally, and to take care of the physical condition of the
driver. VCloud model differs from other research works
[1–6] as it combines different networking paradigms such
as mobile ad hoc networks, wireless sensor networks,
vehicular ad hoc networks, and cloud computing and provides new trends in telecommunication, transportation and
healthcare systems. The model provides a framework for
the future intelligent transportation system (ITS) that
assures safety of the vehicles from accidents on the road,
determines the condition of vehicle or driver using sensors
and supplies better assistance in case of abnormality, provides possible healthcare services to the passengers during
traveling, discovers shortest reliable routes to the destination, and provides entertainment.
Security is among the major challenges for all kinds of
networking paradigms whether they are wired, wireless or
newly emerging network models [7]. The flow of data in
VCloud is shown in Fig. 1. VCloud can achieve better
performance and increase reliability once it secures its
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wireless sensor networks [8]. Wireless networks use
wireless medium and provide ad hoc access to resources.
Hence, these networks become more vulnerable to threats
than wired networks [9]. Wireless sensor networks are
usually composed of small sized sensor nodes. These nodes
can be homogeneous or heterogeneous [10] and have less
computation capacity and small memory. These nodes are
deployed or installed in an area called sensor field to sense
the surroundings. These nodes work in an infrastructureless and dynamically changing environment [11] and route
the collected data to the base station (BS) or sink node for
further interpretation. Sensor nodes are self-controlled and
an easy target for attacks from adversaries.
Wood et al. [12] discuss different attacks that cause
denial of service (DoS) at various layers of sensor nodes
and also provide countermeasures against each threat. In
another work, Karlof et al. [13] focus on routing protocol
attacks, such as homing, selective forwarding, black-hole,
sink-hole attacks and others. According to them, these
attacks degrade the performance of sensor networks.
Roosta et al. [14] present a detailed survey of security
threats on wireless sensor network. They also discuss
countermeasures for some of them to cater these attacks
efficiently. In [15], Bojkovic et al. analyze the working of
wireless sensor networks under several attacks and discuss
the role of key distribution protocols in threat scenario.
Intrusion detection system (IDS) is considered as a
front-line solution for inside attacks that audits the working
of nodes and determines those entities that are performing
maliciously [16–18]. In WSNs, the unit that performs this
activity is called IDS Agent. IDS agent is installed in all
sensor nodes or monitor nodes or only at base station (BS)
[19]. It collects network data from sensor nodes and applies
detection policy to determine abnormal or compromised
node(s). Rajasegarar et al. [20] conducted a survey on

Fig. 1 Transmission of data between different entities of VCloud
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anomaly detection mechanisms in wireless sensor networks. Xie et al. [21] also conducted a survey on anomaly
detection schemes. It provides detailed studies of various
approaches that are used for detecting intrusions in sensor
networks. Farooqi and Khan [22] discussed various lethal
attacks that degrade the overall performance of a sensor
network and also explained different intrusion-based
detection schemes.
Mostly, security is not considered during the designing
of the routing protocols [23]. Therefore, most of the routing
protocols are vulnerable to security threats. Krontiris et al.
[24] presented a model to detect sink-hole attack for
MintRoute routing protocol, Loo et al. [25] formulated
different rules to detect various routing attacks for AODV
routing protocol, and Su et al. [26] presented a security
scheme for LEACH protocol. However, these approaches
are not applicable to secure other routing protocols. Hence,
there is a requirement of a security model that can be added
to insecure routing protocols to make them resilient against
routing attacks. In this paper, we present an intrusion
detection methodology that can be added to such routing
protocols to make them more secure. We propose a novel
intrusion detection framework (IDF) that works in a distributed environment using a specification-based detection
policy to detect intrusions by collaborating with neighboring nodes. It works in two modes: Online prevention
allows safeguarding from those abnormal nodes that are
already declared while offline detection finds those nodes
that are being compromised by an adversary during the
next epoch of time. In this framework, we propose a
security model that suits distributed detection policies. It
should be installed in every sensor node. The proposed
security framework differs from other works in the sense
that it includes the IDS agent installation; the way intrusions are detected; generation of claim about the malicious
nodes having maliciousness level greater than certain
threshold using cognitive decision making; collaboration
with neighboring nodes to make final decision about the
claimed nodes, and finally the consolation.
We also formulate a specification-based detection
scheme for a flat wireless sensor network scenario and test
it using a simulator that is implemented in C#. Results
show that it achieves high detection rate and receives low
false positive rate. The results also show that a centralized
distributed approach cannot figure out the actual condition
of the network properly. Therefore, a purely distributed
security system is more appropriate for wireless sensor
networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related
work is discussed in Sect. 2 while Sect. 3 contains the
description about proposed intrusion detection framework.
Section 4 presents the experiments and discussion on the
results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Related work
Sensor nodes have a simple architecture. These nodes work
in dynamic environment. Hence, they need a methodology
that works in distributed way to safeguard them from
various threats. We discussed in our previous work [22] the
various lethal attacks that degrade the overall performance
of a sensor network. We also briefly explained different
intrusion-based detection schemes for wireless sensor networks. Table 1 depicts various IDS-based security methodologies that are presented for wireless sensor networks
found in the literature.
Roman et al. [27] present an IDS agent architecture for
sensor nodes, which is composed of two elements: data
structures and detection entities. According to them, sensor
nodes should contain two types of information: (1)
knowledge about the security and (2) knowledge about the
environment; and two detection entities (1) Local agents
are responsible to analyze the behavior of sensor nodes by
auditing against the local resources (2) Global agents work
like a spontaneous watchdog. The proposed scheme just
focused on the working of these entities while did not
provide any detail about the detection of various attacks
and the way appropriate action may be taken.
A purely distributed detection system is presented by
Krontiris et al. [28] that cooperates with neighboring node
to take decision about the maliciousness of the sensor
nodes. They improve the initial security framework and
formulate a more encouraging IDS agent architecture
called lightweight intrusion detection architecture (LIDeA)
[24]. They present some rules to detect sink-hole attack
and further propose an encryption mechanism to secure

network from outside attacks. Their work focuses on
MintRoute routing protocol, and the proposed approach
cannot be applied to other routing protocols such as
LEACH protocol etc.
A well-known specification-based distributed–centralized security mechanism is discussed by Silva et al. [36]. It
is a simplest architecture designed for monitor node
(A node in which IDS agent is installed). It works in three
phases: (1) Data acquisition filters the packets and collects
information that is required for next phase; (2) Rule
application applies predefined rules on the acquired
information; (3) Lastly, alert is generated by intrusion
detection if the failure counter is more than the expected
value. Stetsko et al. [29] presented a neighbor-based
detection scheme for securing sensor networks by analyzing the behavior of neighboring node with itself. They
discussed the way a node detects the neighboring node if it
performs abnormally to the set parameters during normal
condition. A distributed–centralized detection technique is
discussed by Phuong et al. [38]. It detects three types of
attacks by an anomaly detection algorithm called Cumulative Summation (CUSUM). These are as follows:
(1) compromised node attracts the attention of other nodes
and (2) affects the data of the messages, and (3) compromised node floods packets to exhaust resources of other
nodes. CUSUM algorithm is not simulated or tested, so it is
difficult to analyze the effectiveness of this algorithm. The
proposed approaches do not provide any idea about the
decision making whether it will be done by individual
sensor node or by collaboration with the neighboring
nodes. Further, they did not guide about the way network
will be secured once the intrusion is detected.

Table 1 Previous security schemes
Proposed approach

IDS agent installation

Detection policy

Attacks

Spontaneous Watchdog [27]

Purely distributed

Any

–

Cooperative local auditing [28]

Purely distributed

Specification based

Routing

LIDeA [24]

Purely distributed

Specification based

Routing

Fixed-width clustering [25]

Purely distributed

Anomaly based

Routing

Neighbor-based intrusion detection [29]

Purely distributed

Specification based

Routing

Artificial immune system [30]

Purely distributed

Anomaly based

MAC/routing

Intrusion aware validation algorithm [31]

Purely distributed

Anomaly based

–

Pair-based approach [32]

Purely distributed

Misuse and anomaly based

–

Group-based detection scheme [33]

Purely distributed

Anomaly based

Routing

ANDES algorithm [34]
Application-independent framework [35]

Purely centralized
Purely centralized

Anomaly based
Anomaly based

Phy./routing
–
Trans./routing

Decentralized intrusion detection model [36]

Distributed–centralized

Specification based

Hybrid intrusion detection system [37]

Distributed–centralized

Misuse and anomaly based

Routing

Cumulative summation [38]

Distributed–centralized

Anomaly based

Trans./routing

Hierarchical intrusion detection model [39]

Distributed–centralized

Anomaly based

Routing
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Loo et al. [25] propose a fixed-width clustering
approach for AODV routing protocol. Drozda et al. [30]
present an artificial immune system (AIS) for wireless
sensor networks. These are anomaly detection schemes;
hence, they are expensive as considered to wireless sensor
networks. They also do not provide the detail about the
collaboration with the neighboring nodes for making
decision and further lack the way network should be
secured after detection of the attacks.
Shaikh et al. [31] discuss the limitation of purely distributed detection schemes with respect to individualized
decision making. According to them, sensor nodes should
collaborate with the neighbors to make final decision and
proposed a mechanism for them called intrusion aware
validation algorithm. The proposed scheme is just an
enhancement to the purely distributed schemes to make
them more effective.
Ahmed et al. [32] propose a pair-based abnormal node
detection while Li et al. [33] propose a group-based
detection scheme. These both schemes require additional
burden on the application layer for the formation of pairs
and groups. Hence, they are expensive with respect to
computation and communication.
Gupta et al. [34] present an anomaly detection scheme
called ANDES. It works in two phases: collection of
information from the sensor nodes and detection of
abnormal nodes. Zhang et al. [35] propose an applicationindependent framework for identifying the source of
information, whether it is reliable one or compromised.
These are purely centralized detection schemes as base
station is responsible for the detection of intrusions. Purely
centralized approaches are energy efficient but they add
additional burden on the base station. They require additional routing protocol to perform their activities, and in
many cases, these approaches cannot be able to judge the
system perfectly.

3 Intrusion detection framework
Wireless sensor networks are used in various applications to
make decision about the area in consideration. These applications range from military to healthcare. Vehicle cloud is
among those applications that use the benefits of wireless
sensor networks and the concept of cloud computing to provide better services to the community. It is important to secure
sensor network to achieve better performance of the vehicle
cloud. Hence, it is eminent to have a system that secures these
networks from adversaries. Researchers often do not focus on
security aspects while designing a new routing protocol [23].
Their prime target is to come up with an energy efficient
routing scheme that consumes low energy. Therefore, such
routing protocols are vulnerable to security threats. Hence,
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they require a security framework that makes these protocols
resilient against routing attacks. We propose a novel intrusion
detection scheme that can provide a solution for securing
these approaches.
Our proposed intrusion detection framework (IDF)
works in a distributed environment as it is a purely distributed detection system. Figure 2 illustrates the key
modules of our approach. It works in two modes: online
prevention and offline detection. Online prevention secures
the sensor network from those nodes that are already
declared as malicious while offline detection applies
intrusion detection scheme to find those nodes that are not
working properly or that are being compromised by the
adversary after installation.
IDF works in a promiscuous mode. It listens to every
kind of traffic and after that it takes decision whether to
process it or send it to next hop (act like a router).
Whenever a node senses any message, it is collected by
two modules: local auditing and data collection. Local
auditing module verifies whether it is destined to it and
comes from the legitimate neighbor. If its status is clear
then the sensor node processes that message and performs
normal task. In the mean time, Data collection unit forwards the received packets to content suppression unit.
This unit interprets the header to acquire required information. Once the data are being processed, intrusion
detection policy is applied. The result of this unit is
transmitted for cognitive decision making. If the failure
level is above certain expected value, an alert is generated.
After communication with neighboring IDS agents, it is
finally declared as abnormal node or normal node. If it is
declared malicious, an action is taken against it.
3.1 Online prevention
Whenever a node senses any message, online prevention
validates the packet whether it is coming from legitimate
neighboring node or not. If it is received from the normal
node, the sensor node performs normal task otherwise it
discards it immediately. The general flow is depicted in
Fig. 3.
Following is the description of different elements that
play a part in online prevention as shown in Fig. 2.
3.1.1 Data repository
Sensor nodes do not contain data about the already
declared malicious nodes [27]. There should be a container
that holds this information. Here, it is called data repository. It has two lists: one regarding neighboring nodes and
other contains a list of malicious nodes.
Sensor nodes have a small memory. Data repository
module should not take too much space. Sensor nodes
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Fig. 2 Proposed intrusion
detection framework

Fig. 3 Online prevention

join and leave the network. The neighborhood list
(N_List) should update on each instance. The format of
N_List is shown in Table 2. It contains three fields:
neighbor node ID, time stamp of the last received packet
from that node and the status whether that node is
normal.
Second list called the malicious nodes list (M_List)
holds information about those nodes that are other than the
neighboring nodes but are declared abnormal nodes. The

format of M_List is shown in Table 3. It has two fields:
node ID and its maliciousness level (see Sect. 3.2.4).
Node_ID is indexed by taking the hash of actual ID and
other fields are populated respectively. Let a fixed size
array data structure is used for N_List, then a suitable hash
function helps to place the values and retrieve too. It is
expensive with respect to memory but efficient with respect
to computation. In best case, the computation time complexity is O(1). The worst case time complexity deals with
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Table 2 Neighborhood list (N_List)
Node_ID

Time stamp

Status (normal or mal.)

C

C_New

N or M

I

I_New

N or M

3.2 Offline detection

Table 3 Malicious node list (M_List)
Node_ID

Status

D

Mal_Level

the way two similar hashing outputs are handled, i.e., open
chaining, etc.
3.1.2 Local auditing
The local auditing unit verifies and validates the incoming
packets as mentioned in Algorithm 1. It consults with data
repository module and takes decision whether to discard it
or forward it for further processing. Here ‘‘processing’’
means to perform normal activities. It purely depends on
the configuration and application of the sensor node. The
systematic working of this module is discussed in Algorithm 1.

It works in promiscuous listening mode as discussed
earlier. It listens to all the communications that takes place
in the radio range of that node. Whenever it receives any
packet, it makes decision whether to process it or drop it.
Firstly, the packet should be destined to it. After that, it
checks the resident of arrival. This should be the address or
ID of any neighbor node (N_List). It is discarded if it does
not belong to the neighborhood. Here, this approach takes
care of laptop-class attack as well. Let the received packet
is from one of the neighboring node, then the status of that
neighbor is checked. The received message is processed
further if it is from the normal node.
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This unit consults regularly with the data repository.
Hence, the performance of this unit is directly associated
with the implementation of data repository. If it is array
based, then in best case, the time complexity while tallying
is O(1), and if it is implemented using linked list, then it
would be O(n) where n is the length of the list.

Offline detection finds those nodes that are being compromised by an adversary after the installation of the sensor
network. It is composed of various elements as shown in
Fig. 2. It works in a promiscuous mode. Data collection
unit listens to every kind of traffic and forwards the
received packets to content suppression unit. This unit
interprets the header to acquire required information. Once
the data are being processed, detection policy is applied.
The result of this unit is transmitted for cognitive decision
making. If the failure level is above certain expected value,
an alert is generated. After communication with neighboring IDS agents, it is finally declared as abnormal node
or normal node. If it is declared malicious, an action is
taken against it by consolation unit.
Consider a flat wireless sensor network of 24 nodes (A–
X). They communicate with the base station using some
routing protocol. We have made few assumptions about the
sensor network that help to understand the proposed
mechanism. First, sensor network is a static one. Second,
sensor nodes cannot join after some time interval called
initialization phase. It is the time period in which nodes
make a topology after communicating with their neighbors
to find a route to the sink or BS. Here, the initial routes of
the sensor nodes to the BS are shown in Fig. 4. Sensor
nodes send data messages after some random time interval.
Lastly, nodes should initiate route discovery after some
specific time interval. It must be equal or greater than the
time required for IDF to make some decision.

Fig. 4 A network of 24 sensor nodes that are communicating with
base station
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We explain the working of different elements of offline
detection through the network topology shown in Fig. 4.
Consider node J as an example node having seven neighbors (C, D, E, F, I, O and M).
3.2.1 Data collection
Sensor nodes usually listen promiscuously to the communication between neighboring nodes that reside in its radio
range. In our proposed framework, data collection unit
simply listens to these packets and transmits them to data
processing unit. It does not store these packets. It is just
like a channel between outside world and inner detection
body.
3.2.2 Content suppression
Whenever a packet is received from data collection unit, its
header is interpreted to analyze the actual transaction and
values are updated in audit data list (A_List). It is a list that
holds useful data that is utilized by intrusion detection unit
to get maliciousness level of the surrounding nodes. The
format of this list for the above-mentioned example scenario is shown in Table 4.
Let node J senses a packet. It interprets the header and
gets that it is sent by node I to node C. So node J increments its A_List against sent and received fields of node I
and node C, respectively. Consider that node C does not
forward that packet further for some time ‘‘t,’’ then node I
retransmits the same packet again. Hence, two values
change in A_List of node J: one for node I; the retransmit
field, and one for node C; the received field. Now let node
C forward that packet which it received from node I, then
A_List updates only one field of node C i.e., the forward
field.
The implementation of A_List is similar to that of
N_List because it is updated for each instance of the surroundings. The length of A_List depends on the number of
nodes from which the particular node is listening messages.
Hence, we can make some assumption about the length of
A_List if we know the density of the network. It is clear
from the above discussion of A_List that no packet is
stored but some fields of every packet are checked and then
the packet is discarded.
Table 4 Audit data list (A_List) at node J
Node_ID

Packet
sent
(A_snt)

Packet
received
(A_rec)

C

C1

I

I1

…

…

…

The above process continues till some time epoch. After
this, A_List is cleared by removing the entries of the
already declared as malicious by tallying with M_List. The
final A_List is sent to intrusion detection unit. Once it is
communicated, A_List is refreshed and content suppression starts again.
3.2.3 Intrusion detection
Specification-based detection schemes are considered more
favorable [27, 28, 36] for wireless sensor networks because
misuse detection approaches cannot cater with unknown
attacks while anomaly detection techniques are computationally expensive. In this module, some specific rules are
applied that are designed for a routing protocol to detect
routing attacks by validating the data collected from content suppression unit. These rules are formulated according
to routing protocols; for example, Krontiris et al. [24]
discussed various rules to detect sink-hole attack for
MintRoute routing protocol and Loo et al. [25] formulated
different rules to detect various routing attacks for AODV
routing protocol. These rules are designed after the analysis
of the normal working of the network and the way network
behaves after some specific attacks are launched.
We explained the launching affect of different routing
attacks for the example of a flat wireless sensor network in
our previous work [22]. We made rules to detect various
routing attacks that are inspired from [29, 36–38] but it
differs the way they are formulated for the presented network scenario. Here, the detection scheme sets thresholds
after normal execution of the flat wireless sensor network.
If sensor node’s behavior violates these thresholds during
next epoch of time, then a particular flag is set against the
respective field in the flag list (F_List).
The structure (shown in Table 5) and implementation of
flag list are similar to those of A_List but it contains some
flags in respective field positions. These are given as follows:
•
•
•

N (miN): If value is less than the minimum threshold
value and shows any attack pattern.
X (maX): If value is greater than the maximum
threshold value and shows any attack pattern.
L (normaL): If value is between N and X or less/greater
than threshold value but does not show any attack pattern.

Table 5 Flag list (F_List)
Packet
forward
(A_fwd)

Packet
retransmit
(A_rtm)

Node_ID

Packet
sent
(F_snt)

Packet
received
(F_rec)

Packet
forward
(F_fwd)

Packet
retransmit
(F_rtm)

C2

C3

C4

C

N | X |L

N | X |L

N | X |L

N | X |L

I2

I3

I4

I

N | X |L

N | X |L

N | X |L

N | X |L

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
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Threshold values may be set by using any specific
algorithm or any stochastic process that includes some
intelligence. As far as the present sensor network scenario
is concerned, these values may be set by executing the
sensor network normally. In other words, consider a simulator that runs normally and calculate these values
accordingly. These values are stored in a threshold list
(T_List) shown in Table 6.
There are two ways through which T_List can be
maintained. Firstly, take the average of obtained values of
all the nodes for each field. Secondly, simulate the sensor
network for n number of times and then calculate thresholds for each node, by taking the averages of obtained
values for each node. T_List contains single value for all
the nodes in the first type of implementation while it has
more than one in second one. The second case seems more
realistic because it suits the dynamic nature of sensor
network.
Algorithm 2 explains the detection policy. There are two
inputs, A_List and T_List, for this algorithm. These lists
are analyzed to populate F_List.

find whether it is less, equal or more than that value. Following is the explanation of the Algorithm 2.
A.

Case I (Sending rate analysis)
• Less than miN: Node might be damaged or
exhausted.
• More than maX: Flooding attack or any other
routing attack that compromises the node to send
many packets.

B.

Case II (Receiving rate analysis)
•
•

C.

Case III (Forward rate analysis)
•

•
D.

Less than miN: Not affected. It might be due to the
other compromised node.
More than maX: Transport or routing attack;
collision, flooding, worm-hole, sink-hole, blackhole, selective forwarding attack.

Less than miN: Routing attack (node compromised
with homing, selective forwarding or black-hole
attack).
More than maX: Not affected. It might be due to
the other compromised node.

Case IV (Retransmission rate analysis)
• Less than miN: Not affected. It might be due to the
other compromised node.
• More than maX: Collision attack.

We have implemented a simulator in Visual Studio.NET
2008 using C#. The basic purpose of developing a simulator is to make a test-bed that can be used to test the
efficiency of a specification-based detection policy. Result
shows that the proposed detection mechanism receives
high intrusion detection rate and achieves low false positive rate.
3.2.4 Cognition
Cognition module is responsible for making decision about
the behavior of the sensor nodes. Cognitive decision
making starts once F_List is updated from A_List and
T_List. We propose three postulates for this procedure:
1.
2.
3.

The values that are stored against each node ID in
A_List are compared with relative field value of T_List to
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If numbers of L are less than or equal to two, then its
maliciousness level is considered high (HIG).
If numbers of L are three, then its maliciousness level
is considered medium (MED).
Sensor node is a normal one if the node behavior does
not follow any one of the above. Its maliciousness
level is considered low (LOW).

At the end of this phase, a list is populated that contains maliciousness information of each node called
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Table 6 Threshold list (T_List)
Node_ID

N_Snt

X_Snt

N_Rec

X_Rec

C

CN_Snt

CX_Snt

CN_Rec

CX_Rec

CN_Fwd

CX_Fwd

CN_Rtm

CX_Rtm

I

IN_Snt

IX_Snt

IN_Rec

IX_Rec

IN_Fwd

IX_Fwd

IN_Rtm

IX_Rtm

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

maliciousness level list (ML_List). The format of this list is
shown in Table 7.
Suppose node C violates many rules while node D violates
few of them and node I does not violate any; hence, their
maliciousness level is HIG, MED and LOW, respectively.
3.2.5 Collaborative inquiry
Ideally, sensor nodes should make decision on their own
without collaborating with their neighborhood but this
seems to be unrealistic. Because, they do not contain the
whole picture of the network and they cannot detect the
compromised node by individual analysis in most of the
cases. Authors favor the collaboration of the node with its
neighboring nodes in [24, 27, 40, 41]. According to our
model, sensor node consults with the neighbors for those
nodes only whose maliciousness level is MED.
Shaikh et al. [31] propose a consensus-based validation
mechanism for distributed IDS methodology to incorporate
cooperation in these approaches. It identifies compromised
node(s) and takes care from already declared malicious
node during decision making. In our model, the collaboration module is inspired from this work but it differs too.
Their work is expensive due to the following:
•
•
•
•

•

Sensor node requires neighbor information of each
malicious node.
It finds common neighbors of claiming node and
claimed node.
It eliminates the already declared malicious node from
the common node list.
After that, claiming node sends claim_packet to ‘‘n’’
number of neighbors according to the maliciousness
level.
When it gets the response from the consulting nodes, it
performs decision making by validating.

Our proposed methodology also works in two phases:
consensus phase and validation phase. It differs in several
Table 7 Maliciousness level list (ML_List)
Node_ID

Maliciousness level

C

HIG

D

MED

I

LOW

N_Fwd

X_Fwd

N_Rtm

X_Rtm

ways: (1) It does not include the neighbor list of claimed
node; (2) It does not look for common normal nodes for
consulting; (3) It communicates with the neighboring
nodes to find the status of the claimed nodes; and (4) Its
computational complexity is very low because it does not
perform consensus for each claimed node at a time.
Consensus phase In this phase, monitor node communicates with the neighboring nodes to find the status of the
claimed nodes. It sends a message containing a list of those
nodes that have medium maliciousness level called claim
list (C_List). It is acquired from the ML_List.
An initial status list (S_List) is maintained that contains
the IDs of malicious nodes, and their claim status is ‘‘1’’ as
shown in Table 8.

During consensus phase, claiming sensor node updates
its S_List after receiving S_List from other neighboring
nodes according to Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 states that if
the received S_List is from the normal neighbor, then it
should be used otherwise it should be discarded. The
respective N_Claim in S_List should be updated against
each corresponding node, whenever it receives the message
in response of C_List that contains S_List.
Validation phase The next phase validates the maliciousness of the claimed node by analyzing the N_Claim of
the final S_List. It performs a check that whether the
N_Claim number is less than the validation threshold and
Table 8 Initial Status List (S_List) of MED level Malicious Nodes
Malicious node Node_ID

Number of claims N_Claim

D

1
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updates the ML_List accordingly. If it is less than this
value, then its maliciousness level status is updated to
LOW. In other case, if it is more than that value, it is
declared as abnormal node and its maliciousness level
status is updated to HIG.
Let node J receive S_List from its neighbors. It updates
its S_List accordingly and we assume that half of the
neighboring nodes declare node D as a malicious entity.
Hence, it maliciousness status is updated to HIG.
3.2.6 Consolation
The last phase of our proposed framework is consolation. It
works on the basis of final ML_List, and only those nodes
that have HIG maliciousness level are considered. It differs
from [24] and works according to the following steps:
•
•
•
•

Update N_List. The neighbor nodes that have high
maliciousness level should be declared as malicious.
Update M_List. Nodes that are not neighbors but are
malicious should be highlighted.
Apply route discovery. Find new routes that do not
contain any malicious node as intermediate node.
Notify the sink. Make a message that contains the list of
malicious nodes and send it to the sink through a secure
channel.

Here ML_List contains two nodes: node C and node D.
Online prevention takes care from these nodes in future and
does not allow them to affect the data aggregation and
other application dependent functions.

4 Experiments and analysis
A simulator is implemented in Visual Studio.NET 2008
using C# to test the efficiency of the purely distributed
specification-based detection scheme. The main focus of
our test is to provide an insight about centralized–distributed approaches (security systems in which monitor nodes
analyze the network and communicate with the base station
using any secure communication mechanism) and show
that they do not figure out the actual condition of the network properly.

Table 9 Trace list
Transaction type

Node X

Node Y

Send

A

B

Forward

C

D

Retransmit

E

F

minimum and maximum sending rates. These are placed in
T_List. Once the Trace_List is populated, the A_List is
formalized by counting the number of send, receive, forward and retransmit packets for each node. Audit lists help
in adjusting the threshold values in T_List.
4.2 Attack scenario (AS)
The proposed strategy is tested by launching four types of
attack scenarios. The plotted values are acquired by taking
average after running the simulation for 10 times in each
case. In most of the cases, the average value of all the
nodes that is calculated in attacked scenarios is nearby the
average value of normal execution. But the average value
of attacker nodes is higher or lower according to the AS
type. These are discussed below.
4.2.1 Increased sending rate (AS-I)
During flood attack, the attacker sends more number of
packets. Hence, the sending rate of the attacker nodes is
increased by some fraction. There are nA number of
attackers that are randomly selected and their sending rates
are increased.
Figure 5 provides sending rate analysis. It shows that
attacker nodes are sending more number of packets than
normal nodes.

4.1 Trace list
Let there be a sensor node X having n number of neighboring nodes. The numbers of nodes vary and are equal to
20, 40, 60, 80 or 100. A trace list (Trace_List) is randomly
produced for 10,000 instances. The format of this list is
shown in Table 9.
In our experiment, 100 different trace files are generated. Hence, there are 100 audit lists, which are used to find
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Fig. 5 Sending rate analysis
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Fig. 6 Receiving rate analysis

Fig. 7 Forwarding rate analysis

4.2.2 Increased receiving rate (AS-II)
In black-hole, sink-hole or worm-hole attack, the attacker
receives more number of packets. Hence, the receiving rate
of the attacker nodes is increased by some fraction. There
are nA number of attackers that are randomly selected and
their receiving rates are increased.
Figure 6 provides receiving rate analysis. It shows that
the attacker nodes are receiving more number of packets
than normal nodes.
4.2.3 Decreased forwarding rate (AS-III)
During selective forwarding, black-hole or sink-hole
attack, the attacker forwards less number of packets.
Hence, the forwarding rate of the attacker nodes is
decreased by some fraction. There are nA number of
attackers that are randomly selected and their forwarding
rates are decreased.
Figure 7 provides forwarding rate analysis. It shows that
the attacker nodes are forwarding less number of packets
than normal nodes.
4.2.4 Increased retransmission rate (AS-IV)
In collision attack, the node that is attacked by a compromised node retransmits more number of same packets.
Hence, the retransmission rate of the sender is increased by
some fraction. There are nA number of such nodes that are
randomly selected and their retransmission rates are
increased.
Figure 8 provides retransmission rate analysis. It shows
that the attacking nodes are retransmitting more number of
packets than the normal nodes.

Fig. 8 Retransmission rate analysis

4.3 Discussion
The results show that if the node X sends the average value
to the sink or base station to analyze the network whether it
is in attack or not, it cannot figure out the actual scenario.
But if the sensor node makes decision on its own and
analyze the behavior of individual node, then it can detect
the abnormal node efficiently. This shows that a centralized
distributed approach cannot figure out the actual condition
of the network properly. Therefore, a purely distributed
security system is more appropriate for wireless sensor
networks.
Here, an average audit list is maintained after generating
10 trace files for each attack pattern. These attack patterns
vary from each other on the basis of the following
parameters:
•
•

Attack scenario (AS-I to AS-IV).
Number of neighbors (10, 20… 50).
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•

Number of attackers (1, 3 or 5).

These are used to test two types of performance metrics
to judge the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. These
are intrusion detection rate and false positive rate.
4.3.1 Intrusion detection rate (IDR)
100 % detection rate means that the applied technique
detects all the nodes that are compromised or not working
properly. The formula for detection rate is mentioned
below:

A
A ¼ true positive
IDR ¼
A þ B B ¼ false negative
If the node is normal and it is declared as normal as well by
the detection policy then it is A, while if the node is
abnormal but declared as normal then it is B.
Our proposed methodology is working after random
generation of trace files that are used to set thresholds. The
attack scenarios are generated as described in previous
section. Results depicted in previous section clarify that the
compromised nodes deviate from the normal behavior. The
interpretation of Flag_List shows that B is almost zero for
each case. Hence, intrusion detection rate is almost 100 %.
4.3.2 False positive rate (FPR)
False positive means that a node is normal but wrongly
declared as abnormal. The formula that is used to find the
false positive rate of a system is mentioned below:

C
C ¼ false positive
FPR ¼
C þ D D ¼ true negative
The average false positive rate of various AS for
different number of neighboring nodes shows that the false
positive rate of the proposed detection scheme is below
0.06 in most cases.

5 Conclusion
Vehicle cloud assures safety of the vehicles from accidents
on the road, determines vehicle or driver condition using
sensors and supply better assistance in case of abnormality,
provide possible healthcare services to the passengers
during traveling, discovers shortest reliable routes to the
destination, and provide entertainment. It is important to
secure the sensor network to achieve better performance of
the vehicle cloud.
In this work, we have presented a novel intrusion
detection framework to secure wireless sensor networks
from routing attacks. The proposed approach is explained
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thoroughly using a flat wireless sensor network scenario.
We test the specification-based detection scheme proposed
for the presented example using a simulator that is implemented in C#. The results show that the specification-based
detection scheme achieves higher detection rate and
receives low false positive rate. These results also guide
that each node should be treated independently in WSNs
and centralized distributed detection schemes may fail to
identify the network behavior whether it is normal or it is
under any attack. Therefore, a purely distributed security
system is more appropriate for WSNs.
In future we plan to apply the proposed intrusion
detection framework to a clustering hierarchical routing
protocol for WSNs such as LEACH to show its effectiveness with respect to throughput and energy efficiency.
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